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Across

3. the group of villains they're trying to 

defeat in the book

6. the author

8. captain auburn sally's ship

11. one of the ziblings makes a lot of 

bad jokes

16. a very girly girl but helps a lot to 

everyone's surprise

17. also from oz helps Alex and Conner

18. the young man who saves Alex's life

19. one of the main characters 

throughout all the books female though an 

awesome fighter

21. are part of the literary army from oz

22. were they find alex

23. the witch behind most of this mess

25. the mom of Alex and Conner and 

person who helps a ton through out the 

book

26. were people are trapped by the 

witches

27. a group of teen super heroes 

recruited to help defeat the army and the 

witches

28. what the witches use for extra 

soldiers

29. the two main characters in the book

30. a group of girls that at first tried to 

rat on the twins but then ends up helping 

them

Down

1. a group of fairies that do good

2. robin hoods gain from robin hood

4. one of the main witches this one 

loves the cold

5. beau rogers blimp

7. a secret passage the use to get 

around in the book

9. Where most of the story takes place

10. a group of robots from on of Conner's 

stories

12. the first group from the fairy tell 

world to get to the other world

13. a big part of the book also in the 

tittle

14. what they use to unfreeze people 

after they were turned into stone

15. a group of boys helping the twins 

from peter pan

20. a troll queen that had a crush on 

Conner

24. the other main witch loves the water


